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Abstract
Using elementary observations concerning the simplicial group obtained by applying the func-
tor GL to a connected simplicial ring, we obtain computations of the weight zero pieces of two
proposed ltrations of the K-theory space of a regular ring. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
MSC: Primary 19E08; secondary 19E15; 14C25; 14C35
1. K -theory of simplicial rings and weight ltrations
Let R=(d 7!Rd) be a simplicial commutative ring. For any commutative ring A,
we let K(A) denote the K-theory space associated to A, whose homotopy groups are
the K-groups of A. Applying the functor K(−) degreewise to the simplicial ring R,
we obtain a simplicial space whose geometric realization we will write simply as
K(R) := jd 7!K(Rd)j. What can one say in general about the space K(R)?
Recall that a simplicial object in a category C is a contravariant functor from Ord
to C, where Ord is the category whose objects are the totally ordered nite sets
[n] := f0; 1; : : : ; ng and whose morphisms are order preserving set maps. Thus, a sim-
plicial commutative ring is a functor from Ord to the category of commutative and,
for simplicity, noetherian rings. Let us simplify the question we have posed by re-
stricting attention to connected simplicial (commutative) rings; that is, simplicial rings
whose underlying simplicial set is connected. It is well-known that such rings are in
fact contractible as simplicial sets. Indeed, more generally, if M is a simplicial module
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over a connected simplicial ring R, then M is contractible as an R-module. For by
choosing an element t of R1 whose images under the two face maps R1!R0 are 0
and 1, respectively, we can use multiplication by t on M to dene a homotopy between
the identity map and the zero map.
We can decompose the problem of computing K(R), for R a simplicial ring, by
observing that there is a bration sequence of topological spaces [5, 7.3]
jd 7!BGL+(Rd)j!K(R)!jd 7!K0(Rd)j; (1)
where BGL+ refers to Quillen’s plus construction. The base term of (1) is the realiza-
tion of a simplicial abelian group and in some situations might be computable. If so,
the problem at hand reduces to understanding the space
jd 7!BGL+(Rd)j:
We further simplify the problem by observing that the natural map of simplicial spaces
(d 7!BGL (Rd))! (d 7!BGL+(Rd))
is a weak equivalence. A proof of this is found in [1], and essentially amounts to
the observation that the realization of d 7!BGL (Rd) is an H -space already under the
operation induced by direct sum of matrices. Clearly, we have a weak equivalence
jd 7!GL (Rd)j 
jd 7!BGL (Rd)j;
and thus we are left with the problem of understanding the result of applying the
functor GL degreewise to a simplicial ring, obtaining a simplicial group.
Let us give some contexts in which the simplicial group d 7!GL(Rd) and the sim-
plicial space d 7!K(Rd) are of interest. A rst example is provided by the Karoubi{
Villamayor K-groups [6]. Recall that these are dened, for any ring R, by rst forming
the \standard" simplicial ring R dened as d 7!R[x0; : : : ; xn]=(x0 +   + xn− 1) with
the face and degeneracy maps given analogously to the situation in algebraic topology.
Then one makes the denition
KVn(R)=
(
nGL(R) if n>0;
K0(R) if n=0:
For another type of example, let R be the ring of regular functions of a smooth
ane variety X . In an attempt to understand the space K(X ), one can hope to con-
struct a ltration of it (or, more accurately, a ltration of the K-theory spectrum of
X ) whose graded pieces are in a certain sense easier to understand. The well-known
Brown{Gersten spectral sequence results from such a ltration, namely the ltration by
codimension of support. That is, a coherent sheaf F on X has support of codimension
at least n if there exists an open subset U of X such that FjU =0 and X − U has
codimension at least n in X . We dene the nth stage of the ltration by codimension
of support to be the K-theory space associated to the abelian category of coherent
sheaves with support of codimension at least n.
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Now imagine that one wants to generalize this notion to the cosimplicial scheme
X , dened in degree d as SpecRd. Such an attempt is more or less the moti-
vation for the work of Landsburg in [7]. Specically, let us say that a coherent sheaf
on X d is supported \nicely" in codimension n if its support intersects every face
of X d in codimension at least n. A \face" of X d is the closed subscheme
isomorphic to X e induced by an injective map [e]! [d] in Ord. (Observe that this
includes the identity map.) The nth stage in the ltration of K(X ) is then, roughly
speaking, the space given by the realization of the simplicial space d 7!Kn(X d),
where Kn(X d) is the K-theory space of the category of coherent sheaves supported
nicely in codimension n. (Some care is needed to establish the simplicial structure on
Kn(X ) properly; see [7, Section 2].) Let us write this space as C n(X ). These
spaces form a ltration of K(X ) in the sense that there is a sequence of maps of
spaces
   !C t+1(X )!C t(X )!    !C 0(X );
and furthermore C 0(X )K(X ) if X is regular. We let C t=t+1(X ) denote the homotopy
cober of C t+1(X )!C t(X ), which can be regarded as a map of spectra, so that there
are bration sequences of spectra
C t+1(X )!C t(X )!C t=t+1(X );
for all t.
The condition of \nice" support leads potentially to the need for dicult moving
arguments. A possible method of avoiding such diculties is to consider instead the
following ltration of K(X ), whose denition can be motivated by comparing it
with Voevodsky’s denition of the motivic complexes (see, for example, [12]). Let
K(X;Pt) denote the K-theory of the exact category consisting of coherent sheaves F
on X P1    P1 (t copies) such that the support ofF maps nitely to X and such
that the push-forward of F to X is locally free. The space K(X;P^t) is obtained from
K(X;Pt) by \modding out" degeneracies that arise from the inclusion of a rational
point into each of the t copies of P1. (See [14] for a more explicit description.)
Finally, we can apply the contravariant functor K(−;P^t) degreewise to X  to
form a simplicial space and take its geometric realization. Let us write the resulting
space as W t(X ). There is a naturally dened map (of spectra) Wt+1(X )!Wt(X ) for
each t, and we let Wt=t+1(X ) denote the homotopy cober. Observe W 0(X )K(X ),
if X is regular, so that we have a ltration of K(X ), as before.
The ltrations C n and W n have both been conjectured to be ltrations whose as-
sociated spectral sequences give the \motivic Atiyah{Hirzebruch" spectral sequence,
which ought to generalize the spectral sequence of Bloch{Lichtenbaum [3] to arbitrary
smooth varieties. That is, the long exact sequences arising from the bration sequences
W t+1(X )!W t(X )!W t=t+1(X )
produce, via the machinery of exact couples, a spectral sequence converging to the
K-theory of X . One would then hope that the homotopy groups of W t=t+1(X ) are
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the motivic cohomology groups of X , as dened, for example, by Voevodsky [12].
The resulting spectral sequence would then be an analog for algebraic varieties of
the classical Atiyah{Hirzebruch spectral sequence of algebraic topology which relates
the integral cohomology groups of a space with its topological K-groups. A similar
conjecture can be formulated for the ltration C t .
Let us consider the \pure weight zero" parts of these ltrations; that is, the spectra
C 0=1(R) and W 0=1(R) which t into the bration sequences
C 1(R)!C 0(R)!C 0=1(R)
and
W 1(R)!W 0(R)!W 0=1(R);
where R is a regular domain. Each space is described in terms of simplicial rings in
a similar fashion. For the former, observe that coherent sheaves with \nice" support
of codimension at least one in SpecRd are precisely those whose support misses the
generic points of each of the d + 1 closed subschemes SpecR0 ,!SpecRd dened
by the vertices of d. Hence, the space K1(Rd) ts into the bration sequence
K1(Rd)!K(Rd)!K(Rd0);
where Rd0 denotes the semi-localization of R
d at the set of points consisting all of
the generic points of all d+1 closed subschemes SpecR0 ,!SpecRd. We therefore
have the formula
C 0=1(R)=K(R0):
Observe that the simplicial ring R0 is connected and consists of a semi-local ring in
each degree.
The construction of W 0=1(R) is obtained similarly. From [13, 4.13], there is a bra-
tion sequence
K(SpecR;P^1)!K(R)!K(R(t));
where R(t) := S−1R[t] and S is the multiplicative closed set consisting of those poly-
nomials whose coecients generate the ring R as an ideal; that is, polynomials with
unit content. Thus, we have the equation
W 0=1(R)=K(R(t));
where R(t) is the result of applying the functor A 7!A(t) degreewise to R.
To show the connection between the simplicial rings R0 and R(t), we recall the
following denition.
Denition 1.1. A ring A satises the primitive criterion if for every polynomial f(x)2
A[x] with unit content (i.e., whose coecients generate A as an ideal), there is an a2A
such that f(a) is a unit in A.
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The two primary examples of rings satisfying the primitive criterion are semi-local
rings all of whose residue elds are innite and rings of the form A(t), for any ring A.
The former can be seen to satisfy the criterion by the Chinese Remainder Theorem.
For the latter, given f(x)2A(t)[x] of unit content, one easily checks that f(tN ) is
a unit of A(t) for N suciently large. The common property of R0 and R(t) is
therefore that each is a connected simplicial ring which in each degree satises the
primitive criterion (provided the residue elds of Rd0 are all innite, such as is the
case when R contains an innite eld).
2. GL of simplicial rings
Let G be any simplicial (not necessarily abelian) group. If X is a simplicial set, we
dene G(X )=Hom s: sets(X;G), which has as induced structure of a group. If G=R
is actually a simplicial ring, then R(X ) has the structure of a ring. For example, if
X =n :=HomOrd (−; [n]), then G(X )=Gn by Yoneda’s Lemma. Let us dene @n to
be the \boundary" of n; that is, the subsimplicial set of n dened as the union of
the (n− 1)-dimensional faces. We have the following folkloric result.
Lemma 2.1. The image of the map G(n+1)!G(@n+1) is a normal subgroup and
we have
coker(G(n+1)!G(@n+1))= n(G):
Proof. Let i :n+1!n+1 be the natural inclusion and let i :n!n+1 for i=
0; : : : ; n + 1 be the maps induced by the face maps di :n!n+1. Then given z 2
G(n+1), by the Kan condition there exists a y2Gn+1 such that y and z agree on
all but the last face. Thus n+1(z  iy−1) is an element of Gn all of whose faces are
the trivial element. This gives a map G(n+1)! nG using the description of nG
found in [8, Section 17]. One easily checks that this map is independent of the choice
of y, is surjective, and has a kernel containing the image of G(n+1). Finally, if z
represents the trivial element of nG, then there exists an x in Gn+1 such that dix=1
for i=0; : : : ; n and dn+1x= n+1(z  iy−1). But then the element y  x−1 of Gn+1 has
the property that di (y  x−1)= i z for all i and therefore i(y  x−1)= z.
The critical property of the functor GL , for our purposes, is that it preserves nite
inverse limits. That is, given an inverse system of rings R, where  ranges over some
nite category, we have
GL(lim − R)
= lim −GL(R):
In particular, let X be a simplicial set with only nitely many nondegenerate sim-
plices. Then X is a inductive limit over a nite indexing category of the representable
simplicial sets m. These observations combine to yield the following result.
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Theorem 2.2. If R is a simplicial commutative ring and X is a simplicial set with
nitely many nondegenerate simplices; then
GL(R(X ))=GL(R)(X ):
In particular; we have
n(GL(R))= GL(R(
n+1))
GL(Rn+1)
:
If moreover R is connected; then
n(GL(R))= K1(R(
n+1))
K1(Rn+1)
:
Proof. All but the nal statement are immediate consequences of the preceding re-
marks. If R is connected and hence contractible as a simplicial set, then Rn+1!R(@n+1)
is onto since its cokernel is the nth homotopy group of R. Since elementary matrices
can be lifted along any surjective ring homomorphism, we obtain
coker(GL(Rn+1)!GL(R(@n+1)))=coker(K1(Rn+1)!K1(R(@n+1)));
as desired.
This rather simple theorem allows us to compute explicitly the spaces C0=1(R) and
W 0=1(R).
Corollary 2.3. If R is a connected simplicial ring which degreewise satises the primi-
tive criterion; then the simplicial group GL(R) is contractible.
Proof. Using the theorem, we need to show the map
K1(Rn+1)!K1(Rn)
is surjective. But observe that R@n is a quotient ring of Rn+1. In general, if A=I is a
quotient of a ring A satisfying the primitive criterion, then the map of groups of units
A! (A=I) is surjective. For given a unit u of A=I , we can form the polynomial with
unit content f(x) := u + a1x +    + anxn, where I =(a1; : : : ; an). Since A satises the
primitive criterion, f(a) is a unit for some a2A and is congruent to u mod I . Finally,
we have K1(A)=A whenever A satises the primitive criterion, since in this case A
clearly satises all of Bass’s stable range conditions [11, Section 1].
Corollary 2.4. For any regular ring R; we have
W 0=1(R)H0(SpecR;Z)
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where H0(SpecR;Z) is the free abelian group on the connected components of SpecR;
regarded as a discrete space. Further; we have
C0=1(R)H0(SpecR;Z)
provided all the residue elds of R are innite.
Proof. Using the bration sequence (1) and Corollary 2.3, we obtain the weak equiva-
lences
C0=1(R) jd 7!K0(Rd0)j
and
W 0=1(R) jd 7!K0(Rd(t))j:
From [4], if A is a ring satisfying the primitive criterion, then every projective
A-module of constant rank is free. (This fact is proven by showing every idempotent
matrix M of constant rank r over a ring satisfying the primitive criterion is equivalent
to the canonical rank r idempotent matrix by considering XMX c, where X is a matrix
of indeterminants and X c is its matrix of cofactors.) From this, it follows immediately
that K0(Rd0)=K0(Rd(t))=H0(SpecR;Z), and the result is proven.
Remark 2.5. The statement of Corollary 2.4 is actually true for any noetherian ring R,
but the interpretation of C0=1(R) and W 0=1(R) as pieces of a ltration of K(R) relies
on R being regular.
Remark 2.6. Readers familiar with Landsburg’s paper [7] may notice that this cal-
culation of C0=1(R) contradicts the values appearing in the rst column of the table
in Section 4.7 of that paper. The existence of the nonzero values in this portion of
his table led Landsburg to conclude his spectral sequence [7, 2.2.1] could not be the
\motivic Atiyah{Hirzebruch" spectral sequence. Fortunately, there is a mistake in the
calculation contained in his Proposition 4.3(2). Thus the claimed non-vanishing E2-
terms appearing in his spectral sequence are actually zero, as one would hope, leaving
open the possibility that the spectral sequence he proposes is in fact the correct one.
Indeed, it appears that Andrei Suslin and Eric Friedlander proven that the homotopy
groups of Cn=n+1(F) coincide with Bloch’s higher Chow groups of F , for F a eld
[9].
We close with a conjecture concerning the two ltrations of K(R) described in this
paper.
Conjecture 2.7. For a smooth quasi-projective variety X over a eld k; the ltra-
tions Ct(X ) and Wt(X ) are weakly equivalent and each ltration induces the motivic
Atiyah{Hirzebruch spectral sequence.
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The ltration Wt(X ) is known to satisfy several properties consistent with its induc-
ing the motivic Atiyah{Hirzebruch spectral sequence.
For example, it follows from the results of [10, 13] that
t(Wt=t+1(SpecF))=KMt (F);
when F is a eld and the right hand side is Milnor K-theory. This is consistent with
the computation of the corresponding pieces of Bloch’s higher Chow groups [2].
If F is an algebraically closed eld, it is shown in [15] that
i(Wt=t+1(SpecF);Z=n)=

Z=n if i=2t;
0 otherwise,
provided that the characteristic of F does not divide n. This should remind the reader
of the fact that the topological space BU Z which represents topological K-theory
has Z as its even dimensional homotopy groups and 0 as its odd ones.
When X is a smooth variety over a perfect eld, the ltration on Kn(X ) ⊗Z Q
induced by the tensored-with-Q version of the spectral sequence is the gamma ltration
(see [14]). This result is consistent with the belief that the motivic Atiyah{Hirzebruch
spectral sequence should degenerate completely after tensoring with Q and that the
rational motivic cohomology groups of a smooth variety are the graded pieces of the
gamma ltration of the rational K-groups.
Finally, and perhaps most signicantly, for any regular ane variety SpecR, we
have the formula [16]
n(W 1=2(SpecR))=
8<
:
Pic (R) if n=0,
R if n=1,
0 if n 2.
In other words, the homotopy groups of W 1=2(SpecR) are precisely the Zariski coho-
mology groups of the sheaf of units on SpecR, and thus the weight one piece of the
ltration is correct in the sense that its homotopy groups are the weight one motivic
cohomology groups.
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